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„Paths are created by walking them.“
(Franz Kafka)

ChangeWorks

Good architects

observe the people living in a new building
to see what paths they take.
This is the pattern which is used for paving.

You
are the architects within your company.

You

shape People, Processes, Organisations.

We
understand the business, leaders and people.
We support you in successfully making this change possible.
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Business models have an expiration date
Therefore, it is necessary to rethink and reshape the paths once built,
which means:

(Re-) Definition of the strategy
Alignment and involvement of people
(Re-) Shaping of processes and
Changing / Adopting the company culture
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We at ChangeWorks
... navigate you through this changes.
... keep you focused on the essentials.
... analyse your internal organisation.
... support you in defining and implementing targeted measures.
... are experts with an understanding of
§
§
§

giving momentum
setting the stage
accompanying your change.

We assist our clients in growth projects and
incremental, disruptive and efficiency innovations.
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Who we are
We at ChangeWorks are convinced that change really works. As an international management
consultancy we work across all sectors - from SMEs to large enterprises.
We offer all you need for your
change projects:
§ international business
expertise in consultancy,
training and different projects
§ a broad network of experts in
all areas
§ a profound skill set including
innovative toolboxes

We are not talking theory:
Each of us stood in responsible
management positions. We know
from own experience the
opportunities and risks of change.
And we experienced on our own the
impact and importance of
leadership and people
The focus of our work therefore
is on entrepreneurial and valueoriented management and
business consulting.

Regardless of the hierarchical level,
we support our clients in small and large projects, support them in their strategy, develop
concepts, care for the implementation and accompany the organization beyond that.
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The ChangeWorks Approach
Even if the challenges are similar in companies, each project is very individual and needs to be adapted
to the culture and the spirit of the respective organization.
Simply offering and carrying out
something is not enough for us.
During the preparation phase, we
deliver
§ a comprehensive needs
analysis including,
§ a 360-degree perspective and
§ the appropriate methods.

This analysis helps you and us to
develop your specific
programme, which will be agreed
upon together.
The main focus here is on the
specific methods involved.
Like in sports, music, science
and other disciplines: good
preparation makes all the
difference.

According to your needs.

We achieve sustainability by being at your disposal beyond that,
individually or in a group, to accompany the process of change.
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Crew Members
Dr. Heiko E. Janssen, Managing Director
Consultant, Coach and Trainer
Heiko has the entrepreneurial spirit with more than 20 years of professional management
experience. He is inspired by working with people, the dynamics of teams and valueoriented leadership. Equally, he is fascinated by technology and innovation and brings
deep experience of the significance of change.
His extensive international experience has taught him the importance of respect and
understanding for different perspectives and cultures.

David Barker, Consulting Director
Consultant
David has more than 30 years of professional experience in demanding change programs in
the public and private sector. - He is fascinated on customer-focused changes and business
improvements. With his international real-world experience,
David is not only asked as a speaker and lecturer, but also in the concrete implementation of
projects. - Furthermore David is the Owner and Managing Director of The Learning Eye
Global Ltd., specialised in eLearning and mobile learning.
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Crew Members
Johanna Schirm
Trainer, Consultant and Copywriter
Johanna is our communication professional with ten years of experience in PR,
marketing & communication for international companies. - She has a great passion
for people, brands and words. Her enthusiasm about the power of good
communication is contagious – internally and externally, among executives, within
teams. She`s a strong believer that communication is the fundamental basis of a
strong corporate culture.

Werner Bergmann
Trainer and Consultant
Werner is a NLP professional and change manager with more than 25 years of
experience as a business coach and trainer. - His entire focus is on leadership,
sales and business moderation, in particular communication, moderation,
optimization of sales organizations and the development of top teams.
He prefers a straightforward communication style and practice-oriented guidance.
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Examples
On the following pages we have listed exemplary projects for you with focus on

§ Consultancy & Change Management
§ Workshops / Training
§ Learning Technology
§ Learning Organisation
§ Interim Management
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Consultancy & Change Management
In practice, we usually observe that good and important decisions are made, but the involvement of the
people affected is often insufficient. This lack of transparency then goes hand in hand with fears and
resistance. It leads to mutual misunderstanding. In such a heated situation, the respect in
communication often gets lost.
These are those tensions that cause change processes to fail. And every project involves costs, time and
resources. The damage can be tremendous. Not to mention highly qualified but frustrated employees
who may be looking for job alternatives.
In addition, if topics like digital transformation affect a company at various levels, management topics
such as communication should be given very high priority. In addition to these "classic topics", it is
becoming increasingly necessary for managers
§ to be able to handle business disruption and deal with uncertainties (VUCA),
§ to cope with changing requirements of employees of new generations,
§ to lead business-critical projects,
§ increase speed in the sense of agile project management and thus
§ change the corporate culture.

Leadership in Transformation is one of the core challenges of our time, even though (not
without reason) many companies are currently primarily focused on technological aspects. The ability to
execute is increasingly in demand today.
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Example
Consultancy & Change Management
Re-organisation process of the sales department of a globally leading company
§ Analysis and segmentation of the global dealer § Strategy development for the sales network and
structure
distribution structure as well as a multi-channel
approach
§ Identification of potential partners
§ Definition of corporate culture
§ Competitor research
§ Identification and implementation of new
§ Global analysis of brand loyalty and awareness
business areas (e. g. Product Development,
After Sales, new business opportunities)
§ Organization and execution of a worldwide
dealer survey (brand awareness, loyalty)
§ Workshops and skill trainings
§ Development and Implementation of a
company-wide employee survey

§ Leadership workshops for the entire
management team on different topics
§ Continuous monitoring of the results and
definition of measures
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Consultancy & Change Management
In a nutshell: What we offer
§

Strategy Development

§

Leadership workshops for the entire
management team on different topics

§

Research and Analysis

§

Monitoring and measuring progress

§

Business Coaching

§

Development and Execution of Assessment
Centers

§

Interim Management

§

§

Employees / Organisation

§

Customers

§

Competitors

§

Markets

Development and Implementation of Surveys
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Workshops / Training
All of us admire top performances. In sports, theatre or concert hall and other disciplines.
This is founded on highest commitment and professionalism, combined with passion and the motivation
for success.
Such qualities are also expected in successful companies on all levels. Through systematic preparation
and continuous advanced training, a company will be able to react to changes in a sustainable manner
and to achieve top performance in a dynamic environment.
This success

is not accidental.

No matter if athletes, artists, musicians. For all of them it`s a point of fact to exercise daily in their
discipline, to improve their particular techniques, to tackle special challenges. And they are supported by
experts.

Individual key players have a significant influence on the success of
changes. They shape
§
§
§

the entrepreneurial and innovative environment.
the teams around them.
the company's culture.
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Example
Workshops / Training
The owner of a medium-sized enterprise was unsatisfied with the performance of his entire
management team.
Individual key players have a significant influence on the success of change processes. With their
leadership style and their personal behaviour, they shape the entrepreneurial and innovative
environment. They shape the teams around them. They shape the culture.
After a careful analysis of the situation in the company from all angles we created a dedicated program
for this company which included the owner, the management teams at all levels as well as the
employees.
This program considered topics of leadership culture and communication as well as trust, delegation and
innovation management / dealing with new ideas. The workshops were conducted both with the relevant
teams and across hierarchies. The jointly developed measures were followed up by ChangeWorks and
accompanied by further workshops during the implementation phase.
The program was completed by several eLearnings, which were developed for selected topics.
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Workshops / Training
In a nutshell: What we offer
Our experience in supporting your change project is based on modern teaching and learning
methods, e.g. by

§ Design and conduction of workshops and events
§
§
§
§
§

Strategy / Business Development
Changemanagement / Innovation
Leadership / People / Team development
Design and conduction of customer-specific training courses
Moderation of Workshops and Events

§ Design and production of customer specific eLearnings
§ Independent consulting and conception for digital

education strategies and

programs, digital media and learning platforms
§ ChangeWorks Leadership

Program DELIVER
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Learning Technology
The world of learning and development is being revolutionized by new technology.
Digitisation does not only change business models, work structures and processes, but also learning
and learning behaviour.
eLearning has been used in many companies for a long time, often as in addition to classroom training.
In particular eLearning is often used for complex and safety related topics: e.g. in banking for
compliance, in mechanical engineering for installation and maintenance of plants or in insurance for
extensive contracts.
But eLearning is just one example. The speed with which knowledge changes take place in some
business areas can no longer be conveyed by conventional training events. In addition, with the change
of generations, the requirements for additional, networked knowledge are increasing: “Generation Y” is
the first entirely internet-based generation. A generation that is in the habit of gaining knowledge quickly
and comprehensively from many different sources.
This is also reflected in the further development of learning technologies. Paired with easier access to
the technologies, learning can be offered even more individually and specifically. The learner himself
determines the media, place and time for learning.
And Virtual Reality or Augmented Reality offers completely new opportunities. One advantage e.g. for
trainers and participants is obvious: Training in virtual space significantly reduces travel costs and
ineffective time, knowledge transfer is much faster and productivity is significantly increased.
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Examples (in cooperation with our UK-based partner „The Learning Eye Global“)
Learning Technology
eLearning
§ Our brief was to turn a successful book ‘Simply a Great Manager’ into an equally successful
eLearning course. Creating a 15 module programme the course has now been taken by individuals in
the UK, Europe, South America and China
“Brainshot” Videos
§ In an increasingly digitalised world, learners want short, sharp entertaining learning content and
delivery. Using our own brand ‘Brainshots’ we have produced many of these videos, delivered on
multi-device platforms including tablets, phones and fixed PCs. Produced to a variety of levels and
complexities and used for a wide range of topics.
Applications / Apps
§ Learning apps are typically produced as part of a wider learning requirement, and as such often form
an ‘aide memoire’ or summary of the learning to both remind and reinforce key learning messages.
Platforms
§ When completing large scale learning programmes it is imperative that the platform used to deliver it
best suits the clients requirements and expectations - as a learning platform, content management
system or website.
§ The ‘Brainbar’ mobile platform is designed to deliver and track a range of learning content to mobile
devices.
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Learning Technology
In a nutshell: What we offer
ChangeWorks’ partner “The Learning Eye Global” has been involved in over 200 technology-based
learning projects used by thousands of employees.
Are you just starting out with your company or department to use existing technologies, or are you
already well-versed in them and looking for a new partner to support your ambitions? Ask us, we have the
expertise, the track record and the enthusiasm to create something truly exceptional for you.
§ Development and production of customer specific eLearning
§ Production of Learning (Management and Experience) Platforms and Content Management Systems
§ Production of Mobile Platforms to deliver and track a range of learning content to mobile devices
§ Creation of learning animations and the implementation of large web-based learning events
Recently, the further development of Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) as well as
Gamification has drastically increased the possibilities for using new and innovative learning experiences.
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Learning Organisation
The idea of establishing an own organization, such as an academy, a campus or a university
becomes a strategically important competitive advantage also for medium-sized companies.
Depending on the business model, however, there are a number of different questions at the very
beginning. From organisational integration, necessary resources and budget to the necessary
qualifications, the learning concept and internationalisation.

There are structural issues of great strategic importance too: e.g. Resource of own trainers vs. external
trainers, use and importance of eLearning/mobile learning, benefit of learning management systems,
translation of materials, required room capacities, demo models for exercise purposes if necessary. In
addition, there is the didactic and methodical approach and the ability to execute.
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Example
Learning Organisation
A rapidly expanding medium-sized company in the high-tech sector wanted to make its range of
training courses more attractive and set up an academy in order to enable both employees and
customers to become optimally familiar with the products.
§ Advice on requirements and objectives
§ Conducting of global target group and needs
analysis
§ Qualification of the existing trainer team
(technical / methodical) reviewed
§ Involvement of trainers with regard to strategy
§ Exploring willingness to change
§ Determination of individual personal
requirements / Motivation
§ Collection of ideas / comparison with
the requirements of the company
management
§ Coordination and approval of project
Framework
§ Definition of roles & responsibilities
§ Preparation of new job description

§ Use of new technologies analysed
§ Elaboration and approval of resource plan
§ Definition and agreement of KPIs
§ Project plan developed and approved
§ Preparation of communication plan
§ Assistance of Implementation
§ Development and conduction of new
Trainer qualification program
§ Monitoring and coaching project progress
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Learning Organisation
In a nutshell: What we offer
Your company is interested in professionalising training activities? Are there any plans to create a virtual
learning environment for administrative staff? Or to set up a training centre for the service staff at the
plants, or on the construction site for the assembly and maintenance, if necessary also for the
distribution of your complex products? To provide customers with access to such a training centre? Or to
diversify for the international markets in which you are active?
ChangeWorks has decades of experience in this field. We know the critical areas involved and are
happy to support you from the first conceptual beginnings to implementation.
§ Definition and execution of your Learning Strategy, e.g.
§ Profit or cost center
§ Target-group-specific differentiation
§ Monitoring and Learning KPIs
§ Cost-benefit analysis
§ Internationalisation
§ Qualification of trainers
§ Identification of latest learning approaches and technologies, e.g.
§ Learning Experience Platforms (LxP)
§ eLearning / Mobile Learning
§ Virtual Reality (VR) / Augmented Reality (AR)
§ Meaning of Artificial Intelligence for Learning (AI)
§ Organisation of showcases in different sectors and for different target groups
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Interim Management
There are many reasons for companies to consider recruiting an interim manager to fill a
position: because the function in question is not to be permanently assigned or a position cannot
be filled quickly enough.
No matter what your reason is, interim managers offer great advantages:
§ Speed – Interim managers can usually start at short notice – with a minimum of hiring or termination
formalities.
§ Experience – Interim managers are often overqualified with cross-sector and cross-functional skills.
§ Results – Interim managers are used to being measured by results.
§ Knowledge Transfer – Interim managers transfer a large amount of skills, contacts and experience to
your company/team that will last long after they leave.
§ Objectivity – Although interim managers are sensitive to the company’s ethics, they are not
constrained by company policies, personalities or protocols. They act more independently and speak
out truths that are otherwise either unheard or unspoken.
§ Focused – Interim managers focus on achieving results with sustainable benefits and are paid on the
premise that goals and objectives are achieved.
§ Continuous improvement and change – Improvement and change are important aspects of interim
assignments: Questioning established behaviours, attitudes and working methods and the enablement
to elaborate solutions jointly.
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Examples
Interim Management
§ The head of personnel development was absent for several months. Due to urgent projects an
internal staffing was very difficult. It was decided to assign this task to us on an interim basis.
We have coordinated the upcoming tasks with the company management and the team. After eight
months we handed over the position to the manager again.
§ After a merger, many project groups had been formed. The employees came from different corporate
cultures. The projects were started in addition to the already high workload. We were asked to
coordinate the projects and coach the project teams at regular intervals so as not to jeopardize the
success of the merger.
§ The position of Head of Training could not be filled at short notice. The entire structure of the training
organization was reorganized and modernized. Modern media were introduced, roles and
responsibilities redefined, trainers qualified and an international structure established. After approx. 6
months a modern training organisation was handed over to the successor.
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Interim Management
In a nutshell: What we offer
International short and mid-term assignments in diverse managerial and operation challenges for
§ Interim Management
§ Human Resources
§ People Development / Training
§ Sales / Aftersales
§ Change Management
§ Project Management
§ Business Coach
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A selection of companies who trust in us
Since more than 20 years in business with clients in Europe, USA and Asia

ChangeWorks
Tell us about your challenges!
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